Thank you for subscribing to ICCROM e-News!
ICCROM e-News provides updates on what is happening at ICCROM and around the world.

What’s new since last month

Voices of Culture Structured Dialogue: Skills, Training and Knowledge Transfer
ICCROM has collaborated in a consortium of 35 cultural heritage organizations under the leadership of the European Commission to develop a joint report with recommendations on the topic of “Skills, Training & Knowledge Transfer in Cultural Heritage, encompassing traditional and emerging heritage”. The process was coordinated with meetings in Brussels, Belgium in June and September 2017, while the finalized report was presented to the European Commission in Bucharest, Romania in October 2017.

New Publication: Unlocking Sound and Image Heritage
SOIMA: Unlocking Sound and Image Heritage is a web-based and freely downloadable book that offers tips and advice from dedicated professionals from all corners of the world, for the preservation and creative use of sound and image heritage. Featuring compelling case examples and strategies founded in evidence-based research, this resource will interest collectors, users and educators alike.

Putting people at the heart of conserving nature and culture
Travelling the length of Italy – from Naples via Rome to Trento – 22 participants have explored the challenge of putting people back into the centre of conservation. The aim of the People-Centred Approaches (PCA) course has been to strengthen practitioners’ understanding of communities as a core component of heritage management and so ensuring that natural and cultural heritage has a dynamic and mutually beneficial role in society today and long into the future.

First Aid for Cultural Heritage Design Workshop
On 16-20 October, ICCROM hosted a design workshop on First Aid for Cultural Heritage in Times of Crisis (FAC), organized in partnership with the Smithsonian Institution, USA and the Prince Claus Fund, the Netherlands. Other partner institutions participating include UNESCO, CRAterre (France), Italian Civil Protection, and Ritsumeikan University (Japan). The design workshop aimed to review the existing First Aid international training, and identify content as well as activities for developing a self-sustainable and effective network of cultural first aiders.

UNESCO and ICCROM Join Forces to Protect Cultural Heritage
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) signed a landmark agreement on Friday 13 October in a new effort to address mounting threats to cultural properties worldwide.

ICCROM attends G7 Roma-Lyon Group meeting
The second G7 Roma-Lyon Group meeting was held in Rome from 3 to 5 October. This work group, created under the 2001 G8 Italian Presidency, is run by the law enforcement sector and is devoted to formulating counter-terrorism strategies and combating transnational crimes.

Peter Rockwell Donation
In September 2017, Mr Peter Rockwell, noted sculptor and specialist in historic stone carving techniques, made a significant donation of books and photographic documentation to the ICCROM Library and Archive. These materials were gifted on the occasion of Rockwell’s return to the United States after over five decades of residence in Rome. They are intended by Rockwell to support the research of ICCROM’s community of conservation scholars and professionals.

ICCROM Joins UNESCO in Lauding Syria Top Antiquities Official
ICCROM’s Director-General Dr Stefano De Caro joined Irina Bokova, the Director-General of UNESCO in praising Dr Maamoun Abdulkarim of Syria, for his tireless efforts to safeguard the country’s cultural
assets during these years of war. Dr Abdulkarim's five-year term as Syria's Director-General for Museums and Antiquities coincided with a devastating conflict which has left hundreds of thousands of people dead, and has greatly imperiled Syria's rich cultural heritage.
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The ICCROM e-News is distributed to a vast network of cultural professional from around the world. If you would like to submit an announcement to the Classifieds and e-News, you can do so [here](#).

Employment

- Textile Conservator, Contract Position | Qatar Olympic and Sport Museum, Qatar
- Objects Conservator, Contract Position | Qatar Olympic and Sport Museum, Qatar
- Conservator (Paper) Heritage Conservation Centre, Singapore

Events

- Workshop: Solvents and Paint Films: the practical ramifications | 23-25 April 2018 | Limburg, Netherlands | Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL), Netherlands
- Workshop: Modern Resins for Varnishing and Retouching | 19-21 March 2018 | Limburg, Netherlands | Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL), Netherlands
- Conference: Asia Culture Forum | 13-15 November 2017 | Gwangju, Korea | Gwangju International Center, Asia Culture Institute, Republic of Korea
- Call for papers and/or posters: International Conference on Heritage and Identity | 23-26 March 2018 | Koszeg, Hungary | Interpret Europe (European Association for Heritage Interpretation)
- Conference: FIRE SURVIVORS: Contribution of Imaging Techniques to the Study of Chartres Manuscripts | 17 Novembre 2017 | Chartres, France | Research Center for Conservation in Paris (CRC), the Institute for Research and Text History (IRHT), the University of Saint Quentin en Yvelines (DYPAC), the Laboratory of Optics and Biosciences (LOB) and the Chartres media Library in France, France
- Workshop: Technical Photography | 24-26 January 2018 | Limburg, Netherlands | Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL), Netherlands
- Conference: 2017 North American Textile Conservation Conference | 6-11 November 2017 | Mexico City, Mexico | NATCC Board, Mexico
- Call for papers and/or posters: AIC 46th Annual Meeting : 2018 STASH Flash Storage Tips session | 29 May - 2 June 2018 | Houston, TX, United States | American Institute for Conservation (AIC), United States
- Call for papers and/or posters: The Cultural Heritage of Europe @ 2018 Re-assessing a Concept – Re-defining its Challenges | 4-5 June 2018 | Paris, France | LabEx « Écrire une Histoire Nouvelle de l'Europe », University Paris-Sorbonne, France
- Workshop: The Heritage, Museums and Conservation Program | 15-16 November 2017 | Canberra, Australia | UC Faculty of Arts and Design, University of Canberra, Australia
- Call for papers and/or posters: Urban Regeneration and Sustainability (URS) | 5-8 February 2018 | University of East London, United Kingdom | IEREK International Experts for Research Enrichment and Knowledge Exchange, Egypt

- Workshop: Urban Conservation in Historical Cities 2nd | 5-8 February 2018 | Luxor, Aswan, Egypt | IEREK International Experts for Research Enrichment and Knowledge Exchange, Egypt

- Conference: Fourth international conference on Integrated Pest Management (IPM) | 21-23 May 2019 | Stockholm, Sweden | Swedish National Heritage Board

- Call for papers and/or posters: 6th International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development | 12-15 June 2018 | Granada, Spain | Green Lines Institute, University of Granada, Spain

- Call for papers and/or posters: 3rd international conference on Improving Sustainability Concept in Developing Countries | 5-7 December 2018 | Cairo, Egypt | IEREK International Experts for Research Enrichment and Knowledge Exchange, Egypt


- Call for papers and/or posters: International Conference on Railway Technology: Research, Development and Maintenance STECH2018 | 3-7 September 2018 | Sitges, Spain | STECH, Elsevier, Civil Comp.-Press, Spain

- Call for papers and/or posters: III Congreso Internacional Sobre Libro Medieval Y Moderno : Leer la belleza : forma, estética y funcionalidad en el libro medieval y moderno | 12-14 September 2018 | Zaragoza, Spain | Universidad de Zaragoza, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Trinity College, Oxford University, Universidad de Valencia, Spain

- Conference: Access to scientific technologies and resources for cultural heritage research through the IPERION CH project | 8 November 2017 | London, United Kingdom | Integrated Platform for the European Research Infrastructure ON Cultural Heritage IPERION CH

- Call for papers and/or posters: Promoting Diversity Mobility, Creativity and Socio-Cultural Inclusion in East Asia | 17-18 March 2018 | Tokyo, Japan | Monash Asia Institute, Monash University & Trans-East-Asia Multiculturalism Project (TEAM), Japan

- Call for papers and/or posters: Vernacular Architecture Forum 2018 Annual Meeting, A Shared Heritage: Urban and Rural Experience on the Banks of the Potomac | 2-5 May 2017 | Alexandria, VA, United States | The Vernacular Architecture Forum, United States

- Conference: Tempera painting between 1800 and 1950 Experiments and innovations from the Nazarene movement to abstract art | 15-17 March 2018 | Munich, Germany | Doerner Institut and the Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen, Germany

- Conference: 5th Nano Today Conference | 6-10 December 2017 | Hawaii, United States | Nano Today journal, the Institute of Bioengineering and Nanotechnology (IBN) and Elsevier, United States

- Symposium: 2nd Annual Safety and Cultural Heritage Summit *Preserving Our Heritage and Protecting Our Health* | 1 November 2017 | Washington, DC, United States | AIC Health and Safety Committee, United States


- Call for papers and/or posters: Archiving 2018: Digitization Preservation, and Access | 17-20 April 2018 | Washington, DC, United States | The Society for Imaging Science and Technology, United States
Publications

- Natural and man-made hazard impact on urban areas | Maria Bostenaru Dan/“Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urbanism and Mirela Adriana Anghelache/Institute of Geodynamics of the Romanian Academy, “Ion Mincu” Publishing House, Bucharest, Romania

Training

- Course: Diplomatura en Desarrollo Territorial con Identidad Cultural | Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Peru
- Master: Executive Master in Cultural Heritage. Creativity, Innovation and Management | Florence, Italy | l’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore di Firenze and l’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Italy
- Course: Industrial Heritage | 8 January 2018 - 30 April 2018 | Online and one week in-residence in St. Albert, Alberta, Canada | Athabasca University – Heritage Resources Management, Canada
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